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It is well known that translocation events of a polymer or rod through pores or narrower parts of micro-
and nanochannels have a stochastic nature due to the Brownian motion. However, it is not clear whether the
objects of interest need to have a larger size than the entrance to exhibit the deviation from the dynamics of the
surrounding fluid. We show by numerical analysis that the particle injection into the narrower part of the channel
is affected by thermal fluctuation, where the particles have spherical symmetry and are smaller than the height of
the constriction. The Péclet number (Pe) is the order parameter that governs the phenomena, which clarifies the
spatio-temporal significance of Brownian motion compared to hydrodynamics. Furthermore, we find that there
exists an optimal condition of Pe to attain the highest flow rate of particles relative to the dispersant fluid flow.
Our finding is important in science and technology from nanopore DNA sequencers and lab-on-a-chip devices
to filtration by porous materials and chromatography.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.96.023109
I. INTRODUCTION
When one considers an experiment where a liquid uni-
formly colored by dye-based ink is injected into syringes,
the flow into the needle is expected to have the same color
as the rest of the ink. From macroscopic notion without
thermal fluctuation, the dye molecules would just follow
the streamlines on average. If the suspended particle is
actually macroscopic (and shares the same mass density
as the surrounding fluid) in place of the dye molecule,
the equivalence of particle trajectories with streamlines is
justified at low Reynolds number (Re) and Stokes number
(Stk) and sufficiently low particle concentration. On the other
hand, one may expect that the diffusion of dye molecules
due to Brownian motion induced by the thermal fluctuation
would always keep the concentration uniform. Both of these
conjectures are rather based on the macroscopic continuum
notion, where stochasticity of Brownian motion is either
ignored by averaging and/or dye molecules are assumed as
vanishing size compared to the narrower part of the channel.
There are many situations where small objects subject to
Brownian motion in a fluid are introduced to the constriction
of microscopic channels, for example, filtration of colloidal
particles through porous media [1–3], translocation of DNA
molecules through nanopore sequencers [4–17], and lab-on-a-
chip (LOC) devices where analytes are introduced to various
domains of nano- and microchannels for analysis [18–25]. It is
now well known that the translocation phenomena of polymer
molecules through nanopores with a diameter comparable to
the monomer size have stochastic nature [5,6]. The smooth
entry of the polymers through the nanopores are hindered due
to the entropic effect. More specifically, the initiation of a
translocation event requires that one end of the polymer arrives
at the pore unless the pore has a sufficiently large diameter
*Corresponding author: hanasaki@cc.tuat.ac.jp
to accommodate the folded translocation. Even if the folded
translocation is possible, there is still entropic elasticity of the
polymer to resist the folded entrance.
Recent LOC devices also deal with the realm of so-
called extended nanospace [26,27]. Injection of a liquid
sample suspended with nanoparticles with a diameter of
64 nm from a microchannel with a height of 6 μm into the
nanochannel with a height of 410 nm was found to lead to the
difference of particle concentration between the microchannel
and nanochannel [26]. This is counterintuitive from the
above-mentioned macroscopic viewpoint, and it appears to
violate mass conservation. The authors of Ref. [26] argue that
the phenomenon originates from the free energy barrier in
the nanochannel. However, it is not fully conclusive partly
because of the spatio-temporal resolution of the experimental
measurement technique. Nevertheless, the number of particles
in the observation domain in the nanochannel is considered to
be reasonably reliable since the observation in the heightwise
direction by total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy
fully covers the nanochannel. Therefore, the important ques-
tion is whether the apparently smaller concentration in the
nanochannel is solely caused by the free energy barrier that
makes effectively available a volume significantly smaller than
that defined by the boundary walls.
There are some related studies where rods instead of a
flexible chain exhibit some finite waiting time when entering
the constriction [28–30]. Thus, the finite waiting time is not
necessarily caused by the many configurations of a flexible
chain structure for a given thermodynamic state. However,
these existing studies share the feature that the size of a
translocated object is larger in some aspect compared to that of
constriction. Namely, the entropic barrier of Brownian objects
into the constriction in these existing reports is caused by either
a configuration within a chain structure or the orientation of
an asymmetric shape. In this article, we report that even a
simple point particle with perfect spherical symmetry without
an inertial effect can exhibit the deviation of time- and
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ensemble-averaged dynamics from continuum flow field
when translocated through the constriction part of the channel
if the suspended particles are subject to significant Brownian
motion.
II. METHOD
In this study, we simulate the Brownian motion of sus-
pended particles in stationary fluid flow by the overdamped
Langevin equation for a particle subject to a stationary
flow field. The flow field of the fluid in the channel is
obtained through the lattice Boltzmann method with the
multiple-relaxation-time model [31,32]. In order to reduce the
computational costs, we first obtain the flow field of the fluid
and use it for the numerical solution of the Langevin equation
for a suspended particle as
r(t) ≡ r(t + t) − r(t)
= f c(r(t))
ξ
t +
√
2kBT t
ξ
ψ(t) + u(r(t))t, (1)
where r(t) = (x(t),y(t),z(t)) denotes the displace-
ment of a particle at time t , t = 2 ns is the time step of the
Brownian dynamics simulation, ξ is the friction coefficient in
the Langevin equation, f c(r) is the conservative force between
the particle and the channel wall, kB is the Boltzmann’s
constant, T is the absolute temperature, ψ(t) is a vector of a
normal random number, and u(r(t)) is the flow field obtained
from the lattice Boltzmann simulation with a grid spacing of
10 nm. The flow velocities at specific real-valued positions of
the particles are obtained from linear interpolation of this flow
field [33]. The fluid flow affects the dynamics of the particles,
but the particles do not affect the flow field in this model. This
is consistent with a dilute suspension and reasonable for the
regime of low Re and Stk numbers.
The schematic diagram of the constriction channel with
flow field is shown in Fig. 1. The flow direction is defined
as the x direction and the configuration is uniform in the
y direction, whereas the constriction is located by the steps
in the z direction. The heights of the channel are 2000 nm
and hn at the wider and narrower parts, respectively. We
FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the computational model with the
obtained fluid flow field for the case of hn = 200 nm. The flow speed
is colored with a unit scaled by the mean inlet flow velocity at x = 0.
investigate hn = 200, 300, and 400 nm. The lengths of the
narrower part is 200 nm, and the total length in the x direction
is 2000 nm. The periodic boundary conditions are assigned
in the x and y directions. We model the liquid water at
ambient condition for the working fluid, and the relevant
physical properties are mass density ρ = 0.998×103 kg/m3
and viscosity η = 1.00×10−3 Pa · s at T = 293.15 K. The
friction coefficient ξ in Eq. (1) is often determined by the
diffusion coefficient D by the Einstein relation
ξ = kBT
D
. (2)
The particle-wall interaction is defined by the potential whose
functional form is similar to the Weeks-Chandler-Anderson
(WCA) type [34]
f c(r) = −∂UWCA(r)
∂ r
, (3)
UWCA(r) =
⎧⎨
⎩4ε
[(
σ
r
)12
−
(
σ
r
)6]
+ ε (0  r  21/6σ )
0 (r > 21/6σ )
,
(4)
where r is replaced, e.g., by z for the top and bottom walls (by
x for the side walls), and ε = kBT , σ = 102/(21/6) = 89.1 nm,
respectively. The walls are perfectly smooth in the plane
parallel directions, and hence it is different from the original
WCA potential. Therefore, this set of wall potentials is free
from direct friction with the particles, whereas a no-slip
condition is assigned in the fluid dynamics. UWCA(r) is short-
ranged and repulsive. Consistent with the dilute suspension,
the particles are assumed not to interact. Although the diffusion
coefficient is varied to examine the influence on the dynamics,
the geometrical particle size is fixed by σ . In other words,
we directly assign the numerical value of D as an input of
Eq. (2) (without the use of Stokes-Einstein equation). It should
be noted that the effective size of Brownian nanoparticles in
reality has some ambiguity due to, e.g., the electric double
layer interaction and molecular softness. We intend to extract
essential characteristics in this study rather than quantitatively
high precision for a specific system. Therefore, we distinguish
the dynamic factor of a diffusion coefficient and geometric
factor of particle size compared to the channel height of
the narrower part. In particular, we examine the influence
of excluded volume between the particle and the walls of
the narrower part of the channel by performing another set of
simulations defining the extended thickness Rexcl = σ/2 of the
excluded volume in addition to the σ for the original potential
definition. For the particles, this set of cases is equivalent to
experiencing narrower channel height by 2Rexcl = σ compared
to the suspension fluid experiencing hn = 400 nm.
The particle position in the z direction is initialized when
crossing the middle of the wider part of the system in the
positive x direction using the uniform random number (cf. the
“inlet” x position in Fig. 1). The periodic boundary condition
in the x direction can influence the concentration profile in the
x direction, but this inlet condition removes the memory of the
z position before crossing the inlet in the positive x direction.
The initial z positions at the inlet of the recycled particles
are uniformly distributed excluding the cutoff distances of
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FIG. 2. Particle concentration field with the channel configuration
of hn = 200 nm for different mean flow velocity U when the diffusion
coefficient D = 2.4×10−11 m2/s. The view is zoomed up, and the
coordinate values correspond to Fig. 1. The unit of color bars
is arbitrary due to the absence of interparticle interaction and no
influence of particles on the fluid velocity field in the model.
21/6σ from the top and bottom walls, which is necessary for
the numerical stability. The particle dynamics is simulated
by Eq. (1) for 100 particles for a sampling duration of 10
flow through times after the particle dynamics has reached the
steady state in the sense of conservation of particle flow rate
between the narrower and wider part of the channel.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Distributions of particle concentration around the entrance
of the narrower part of the channel is shown in Figures 2 to 5.
Four cases under different conditions of fluid flow velocities
U are shown in each of these figures with a constant diffusion
coefficient of D = 4.8×10−12 m2/s, respectively. The velocity
U is based on the mean fluid flow velocity in the narrower
part of the channel. These figures are based on four types of
channel configurations at the narrower part; Fig. 2 corresponds
to the cases of hn = 200 nm, Fig. 3 corresponds to the cases
of hn = 300 nm, Fig. 4 corresponds to the cases of hn = 400
nm, and Fig. 5 corresponds to the cases of hn = 400 nm with
Rexcl = σ/2. The particle concentrations are roughly uniform
in most of the wider part of the channel. The subdomain of zero
concentration in the vicinity of the the walls inside the channel
FIG. 3. Particle concentration field with the channel configuration
of hn = 300 nm for different mean flow velocity U when the diffusion
coefficient D = 2.4×10−11 m2/s. The unit of color bars is arbitrary
due to the absence of interparticle interaction and no influence of
particles on the fluid velocity field in the model.
FIG. 4. Particle concentration field with the channel configuration
of hn = 400 nm for different mean flow velocity U when the diffusion
coefficient D = 2.4×10−11 m2/s. The unit of color bars is arbitrary
due to the absence of interparticle interaction and no influence of
particles on the fluid velocity field in the model.
corresponds to the excluded volume due to the soft repulsive
interaction between the particle and walls. The important
feature in these figures is that the particle concentration
significantly increases at the entrance of the constriction.
More specifically, the particle concentration is significantly
higher just before entering the narrower part of the channel.
Thus, the net distribution of particles is nonuniform in the
system.
When hn = 200 nm and D = 2.4×10−11 m2/s (Fig. 2), the
particles are concentrated at the center in the z direction in
the narrower part of the channel. The particle concentration
is also higher in the narrower part compared to the wider
part. The increase of fluid flow velocity condition U causes
the higher concentration when entering the narrower part of
the channel. When hn > 200 nm (Figs. 3 and 4), the higher
particle concentration is more clearly located at the entrance
of the constriction part and/or at the edges in the z direction
inside the narrower part of the channel. The comparison of
difference in the interaction between the particles and the walls
inside the narrower part of the channel under the condition of
hn = 400 nm (Fig. 4 with Fig. 5) shows that the larger excluded
volume (Fig. 5) leads to more pronounced nonuniformity of
the particle concentrations.
FIG. 5. Particle concentration field with the channel configuration
of hn = 400 nm and larger excluded volume effect of Rexcl = σ/2 at
the narrower part of the channel, for different mean flow velocity
U when the diffusion coefficient D = 2.4×10−11m2/s. The unit of
color bars is arbitrary due to the absence of interparticle interaction
and no influence of particles on the fluid velocity field in the model.
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FIG. 6. Particle concentration field with the channel configuration
of hn = 200 nm for different combinations of velocity U and diffusion
coefficient D that corresponds to the same Péclet number Pe = 22.5.
The view is zoomed up, and the coordinate values correspond to Fig. 1.
The unit of color bars is arbitrary due to the absence of interparticle
interaction and no influence of particles on the fluid velocity field in
the model.
The relative importance of advection to diffusion in
continuum fluid dynamics is often expressed in terms of the
Péclet number Pe = UL/D, where U , L, and D are the
representative flow velocity, length, and diffusion coefficient
of the system, respectively. Let us define U as the above-
mentioned mean fluid velocity in the narrower part of the
channel, L the height of narrower part of the channel, and
D the diffusion coefficient of the suspended particles. Then
the dimensionless displacement, time step, and velocity are
defined as r∗ = r/L, t∗ = Ut/L, and u∗ = u/U ,
respectively. The equation (1) is nondimensionalized using
Pe as
r∗(t∗) = Pe−1 f ∗c (r∗)t∗+(2Pe−1t∗)1/2ψ(t)+u∗(r∗)t∗.
(5)
This equation indicates that the dynamics is governed by
the Pe. The increase of Pe results in the more macroscopic
conditions, and sufficiently smaller Pe corresponds to the
typical nano- and microfluidic conditions. For example, Fig. 6
shows that the variation of both U and D by 10 times
corresponding to the same Pe = 22.5 results in the same
concentration distribution.
The spatial peak values or their locations are likely to be
more sensitive to the specifications of channel configurations
compared to the related mean values. In order to discuss more
robust properties, we then focus on the particle concentrations
in the narrower part of the channel. Namely, we consider the
following quantity:
C∗n,p =
〈C∗〉n,p
C∗a
, (6)
defined by the ratio of ensemble- and time-averaged particle
concentration 〈C∗〉n,p inside the narrower part of the channel
divided by the overall average particle concentration C∗a that
corresponds to the value when the particle concentration is
completely uniform in the whole simulation domain. Figure 7
shows C∗n,p as a function of Pe for the different channel
configurations and particle-wall interactions. The present
results clearly indicate that the C∗n,p is rather insensitive to
the difference of channel configurations and particle-wall
interactions. The common feature is that there is a peak value
for C∗n,p as a function of Pe. C∗n,p decreases with decreasing
Pe below certain values of Pe. In the actual experiments, large
values of Pe are hard to attain due to the limited speed of
fluid flows for smaller channels in general. On the other hand,
smaller values of C∗n,p in the nanochannel with lower pressure
difference, i.e., lower Pe with fixed D, is experimentally
observed as well [26]. In the experimental work of Ref. [26],
the order of flow velocity was 10−3 m/s (hundreds of nm
per 260 μs), the height of the nanochannel was 410 nm, and
diffusion coefficient was in the order of 10−12 m2/s, which
yields Pe from ca. 102 to 103. Thus, there is a clear link between
our finding and the experimental report on the basic trend of
concentration in the narrower part of the channel as a function
of Pe.
Next, we examine the net speed of particle flow inside
the narrower part of the channel, i.e., after the passing the
constriction entrance. Since our model definition is based on
sufficiently low Stk (and Re), the particle velocity at every local
position simply follows the fluid flow velocity there except
for the Brownian displacements. Nevertheless, the ensemble
average value without the distinction of z positions can be
different under different conditions due to the differences in the
particle distributions. Therefore, we define the dimensionless
particle velocity inside the narrower part of the channel as
u∗n,p =
〈u〉n,p
U
, (7)
where 〈u〉n,p is the ensemble average value of the particle
velocities in the x direction irrespective of the z positions, and
U is the z-averaged fluid flow velocity in the narrower part of
the channel as already defined in the above discussion. Thus,
u∗n,p indicates the deviation of net particle flow velocity in the
narrower part of the channel from the fluid. Figure 8 shows the
overall trend that the particle flow velocity inside the narrower
part of the channel is always higher than the fluid within the
range investigated here. This is because the excluded volume
effect renders the nonuniform distribution of particles in the z
direction. More specifically, particles tend to be located away
from the wall due to the excluded volume effect. Therefore,
the larger excluded volume interaction between the particles
and the narrower part of the channel [Fig. 8(d)] results in
the higher u∗n,p compared to the cases of smaller excluded
volume [Fig. 8(c)]. When the excluded volume interaction is
kept constant [Figs. 8(a)–8(c)], the larger hn leads to lower
u∗n,p because of the relative fraction of the z range that the
excluded volume effect takes place. Furthermore, there exists
the Pe dependence of u∗n,p shared among different channel
configurations. The larger Pe leads to the lower u∗n,p because
the particles tend to be introduced into the narrower part of the
channel without getting centered under the conditions of larger
Pe. This is qualitatively confirmed from the visual inspection
of Figs. 2 to 5. The cases of smallest hn therefore exhibit the
saturation of Pe dependence on u∗n,p at sufficiently low Pe, and
the asymptotic value is ca. 1.5, corresponding to the centered
location of particles in the z directions.
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FIG. 7. Dimensionless particle concentration C∗n,p in the narrower part of the channel as a function of the Péclet number Pe: (a) to (c)
correspond to the conditions of hn = 200, 300, and 400 nm, and (d) corresponds to the condition of hn = 400 nm with larger excluded volume
effect of Rexcl = σ/2 at the narrower part of the channel.
From the viewpoint of engineering or experimental appli-
cations, the efficiency of particle transport is of great concern.
Therefore, we define the dimensionless particle flow rate as
Q∗p =
1
CaUhn
〈∫
z
Cn,p(z)un,p(z) dz
〉
x∈	nrw
, (8)
where the particle flow rate extracted inside the narrower
part of the channel (i.e., x ∈ 	nrw) is nondimensionalized
by the nominal flow rate defined by the above-mentioned
overall average of the particle concentration in the whole
domain and the average fluid flow velocity. Thus, Q∗p indicates
the deviation of particle flow rate compared to the situation
where the particle concentrations are uniform throughout the
whole simulation domain. Figure 9 shows the dimensionless
particle flow rate Q∗p as a function of Pe. There is a common
feature that there exists the optimum value of Pe to obtain
the highest efficiency of particle transport with respect to the
driving of suspension flow. The lower Pe and the higher Pe
from the optimum value lead to the decrease of particle flow
rate. This overall trend is qualitatively similar to the particle
concentration inside the narrower part of the channel (Fig. 7).
However, the optimum condition of Pe to obtain highest Q∗p is
slightly different from Pe to obtain the highest C∗n,p, due to the
Pe dependence of mean particle flow velocity u∗n,p inside the
narrower part of the channel. There is a slight yet significant
dependence of Q∗p on hh that Q∗p is larger for smaller hn
[cf. Figs. 9(a)–9(c)] and larger excluded volume interaction
between particles and the walls [cf. Figs. 9(c) and 9(d)].
This dependence corresponds to the particle flow velocity u∗n,p
inside the narrower part of the channel (Fig. 8).
We have shown that there is a nonmonotonic dependence
of the particle transport efficiency Q∗p through constriction
channel system and the particle concentration C∗n,p as well
as the particle flow velocity u∗n,p in the narrower part of the
channel. The dominating order parameter for the deviation of
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FIG. 8. Dimensionless particle velocity u∗n,p in the narrower part of the channel as a function of the Péclet number Pe: (a) to (c) correspond
to the conditions of hn = 200, 300, and 400 nm, and (d) corresponds to the condition of hn = 400 nm with larger excluded volume effect of
Rexcl = σ/2 at the narrower part of the channel.
net dynamics of suspended particles from the surrounding fluid
is determined as Pe. The Brownian motion plays a subtle role in
the injection of particles into the narrower part of the channel at
the constriction. Particles are accumulated just at the upstream
of the entrance of constriction. Nevertheless, the particles can
enter the narrower part of the channel since they are smaller
than the constriction. The rate of delivery and translocation
of particles there determines the concentration field. It leads
to the nonmonotonic dependence of particle concentration on
Pe in the vicinity of the constriction in the wider part of the
channel and the overall trend of particle concentration inside
the narrower part of the channel as shown in Fig. 7. The particle
flow rate Q∗p depends on both C∗n,p and u∗n,p by construction, and
both of the latter depend on Pe. The size of particle-excluded
volume compared to the channel height of the narrower part
affects the dependence of u∗n,p and C∗n,p on Pe. This is related to
the nonuniformity in the distributions of particle concentration
in the vicinity of the edges of the constriction as shown in
Figs. 2 to 5. The particle concentrations at the centers of the
narrower part of the channels for hn > 200 nm do not exhibit
substantial difference from their corresponding wider parts
of the channels. It is therefore an interfacial phenomenon. It
should be noted here that the interactions between the particles
and the channel walls in terms of conservative force field are
highly dependent on the solvent specifications from pH to ion
concentrations. Furthermore, it is nontrivial to determine the
surface or volume of nanoscale suspended objects including
the solute molecules, which is sometimes manifested, e.g., by
the discrepancy of hydrodynamic radius and radius of gyration.
Therefore, it is important to first consider the simplest kinds of
models to discuss the role of Brownian motion in the suspended
particle transport through constriction channel.
If the particles have vanishing size or excluded volume and
no Brownian motion, the particles just follow the streamlines.
The incompressibility of the fluid and the upstream uniform
distribution of particles will ensure a constant particle con-
centration throughout the system. The size of the particles
is characterized by σ ∼ 10−7 m. The ranges of diffusion
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FIG. 9. Dimensionless particle flow rate Q∗p defined in Eq. 8 as a function of the Péclet number Pe: (a) to (c) correspond to the conditions
of hn = 200, 300, and 400 nm, and (d) corresponds to the condition of hn = 400 nm with larger excluded volume effect of Rexcl = σ/2 at the
narrower part of the channel.
coefficient D and the velocity U are D ∼ 10−15–10−12 m2/s
and U ∼ 10−5–10−2 m/s, respectively. The time scale τB
characterized by the particle size and the Brownian motion
is τB ≡ σ 2/D ∼ 10−2–101 s. The time scale τH characterized
by the particle size and the typical or mean fluid velocity is
τH ≡ σ/U ∼ 10−5–10−2 s. Apparently τH is typically smaller
than τB, but τH/τB ∼ 1 when the representative fluid velocity
is defined as the value close to the wall in the wider part of the
channel, which corresponds to the location around the peak
concentration of the particles at the entrance of constriction.
One of the necessary conditions to observe the deviation of
particle transport from the surrounding fluid is considered to
be the comparable time scale between the Brownian motion
and the hydrodynamic flow in the entry of a particle into the
constriction. The dependence of the particle flow rate Q∗P on
Pe is qualitatively interpreted by two competing factors. In
the regime of sufficiently low Pe, more intensive Brownian
motion hinders the smooth entrance of the particles into the
constriction. The particles can often get out of the streamlines
that lead to the narrower part of the channel. This is related
to the entropic effect in the translocation of a polymer or
rod through nanopores. However, it makes a stark difference
in that the particles with spherical symmetry have a smaller
size compared to the constriction in this study. On the other
hand, in the regime of sufficiently high Pe, the particles with
significant flow velocities are transported into the narrower part
of the channel simply because of the relative characteristic
time scale of U to D. However, particles in the vicinity of
the walls have sufficiently low velocity to be affected by the
Brownian motion. The streamlines of these particles are away
from the central part of the entrance of constriction, which
corresponds to relatively slower transport of the particles into
the constriction. When the locations of these particles close
to the walls are affected by the Brownian motion, they are
transported to the streamlines that are close to the center of
narrower part of the channel. This process can enhance the
entry of particles into the constriction. Thus, the Brownian
motion can affect the transport efficiency of the particles
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through constriction channel in the opposite manner depending
on Pe.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the departure of net particle transport
from surrounding fluid emerges at low Reynolds and Stokes
numbers without inertial effect. The Péclet number (Pe) is the
order parameter that dominates the phenomena. Even when
the particle has a smaller size compared to the constriction
channel, the stochastic nature of particle dynamics affects
the transport efficiency. For sufficiently low Pe, the particle
transport through constriction is slowed and the particle
concentration in the narrower part of the channel is decreased
as Pe is decreased. On the other hand, the slowing of particle
transport with increasing Pe is also observed for sufficiently
high Pe. We have found that there exists the condition of
Pe that maximizes the particle transport relative to the fluid
transport. Thus, Brownian motion plays a subtle key role
in the transport through the micro- and nanochannels with
constriction. We have revealed the phenomena within the finite
range of Reynolds number, but this is of great importance
in the design of various systems ranging from lab-on-a-chip
devices and nanopore DNA sequencers to porous materials to
be used for chromatography or any filtration. The diffusion
coefficient of particles in fluid is mainly determined by the
effective size of particle and viscosity of a fluid under a
specific thermodynamic state and channel configuration. The
suspension fluid flow velocity might be increased for some
systems where a sufficient driving force is available, e.g., in the
industrial context of filtration through membranes. Therefore,
this nonmonotonic dependence of transport efficiency on Pe is
important in the design of functionality.
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